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Introduction
OCR has reproduced these exemplar candidate responses 
to support teachers in interpreting the assessment criteria 
for the new AS Level GCE English Language and Literature 
specification.

These exemplars should be read in conjunction with 
the assessment criteria for Component 01, and the OCR 
Report to Centres for from the June 2016 exam series, also 
available on the OCR website - http://www.ocr.org.uk/
Images/324362-examiners-report-june.pdf. This content 
has been selected by the Principal Examiner, to illustrate 
how the assessment criteria are applied, and to provide 
some commentary on what factors contributed to an 
overall grading.

The exemplar candidate answers are intended to 
demonstrate a range of achievement, and are supported 
by examiner commentary, which includes rationale 
for why marks were awarded. As grade boundaries are 
subject to change from series to series, these responses 
have not been graded and are instead banded to give an 
indication of the level of each response.

While the exemplars are intended to be useful in 
interpreting the specification’s Assessment Objectives, 
they should in no way be regarded as definitive answers.

To protect the authenticity of the candidates’ answers 
included in this document, they are replicated verbatim, 
preserving any typos, grammar and spelling mistakes the 
candidates have made in their originally submitted exam 
paper. 

This resource is provided for advice and guidance only 
and does not in any way constitute an indication of grade 
boundary.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/324362-examiners-report-june.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/324362-examiners-report-june.pdf
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Script A Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

In both Alastair Cooke’s obituary for Marilyn Monroe and Julia Gillard’s speech to 
the Australian parliament there are similarities and differences that both help to 
get the main purpose across.

Firstly in the obituary for Marilyn Monroe the main purpose was to entertain and 
inform. The discriptive language such as ‘humble’ and ‘cursed’ really make the 
tone have a dramatic effect, which could be considered to make the text be more 
entertaining1. The dramatic text is also enhanced by the blunt, to the point first 
sentence ‘Marilyn Monroe was found dead’ straight away this is entertaining but 
also this is when we begin to be informed Marilyn Monroe is dead and this has 
now been seen by people whom read the Gaurdian. It then goes on to talk about 
‘bottle of barbiturates’ again informing2 you on what could of happened to her.

Julia Gilard’s speech similar to Marilyn Monroe’s obituary has the main purpose of 
informing.3 However it also has hints of entertainment like the sarcastic humour 
like ‘Nows who one of them’ and ‘apparently’ creating a sarcastic undertone that 
some may find entertaining4. Furthermore the text is to persuade and inform on 
the issues revolving around sexism with the deputy speaker persuading them ‘He 
should not be taken seriously’.

The Genre of the texts is in majority different.5 Marilyn Monroe is an obituary so 
a news paper artical based on her death. Whereas Julia Gillards speech, a direct 
speech for Australian parliement on issues she believes are important and need 
to be addressed. This then links to the target audience which is again different 
between the two texts. The obituary main target audience is people whom read 
the Gaurdian giving them a strong line which is dramatic and over the top. The 
obituary could also attract Marilyn Monroe fans, wanting to know what had 
happened to her6 or maybe even the Guardians twist on what they believe lead 
up to this moment. The speech main target audience is the Australian parliment, 
as Julia Gillards wants to show how she believes the deputy speaker is wrong. 
There may also be a secondary target audiences of Australian members of society, 
so people in general society where the deputy speaker has an effect on them, 
may also create a controversial topic with people agreeing and disagreeing with 
Julia Gillard.7 

The discourse of these texts are clear through both there context and also lexis 8.  
The speech is structured as a speech, one solid speech possibly prepared. A 
common feature on a speech as a pause and within thes texts there are moments 
of pauses such as ‘not when he as in high school – when he was minister’ this 
adds more dramaticness to the text. Furthermore the retorical question ‘is that 
a bad thing?’ is shows she is make a speech to people whom are listening9. The 
discourse of the obituary is structured in a news paper format with grammatically 
correct language, descriptive language and also the range of short and long 
sentences all helping to develop more interest.

1 Limited attempt to apply concepts. Limited 
analysis, with only  generalised meaning made. 
(AO1, A02).

2 Some limited awareness of significance of 
context and purpose. (AO3).

3  Limited attempt to make connection, with 
‘informing’ suggesting partial grasp of Text B. 
(AO4).

4  Limited awareness of audience. (AO4).

5   Inconsistent written expression and limited 
attempt to apply concept. (AO1).

6 Limited understanding of obituary genre. 
(AO3).

7  The lack of textual reference in this 
paragraph demonstrates the extent to which 
aspects of context are not used to generate 
analysis. Rather they are used in attempts 
to categorise and describe the texts. This is 
characteristic of limited analysis and some 
limited awareness of the significance of 
contexts. (AO2, AO3).

8 Limited attempt to apply relevant concepts 
(AO1).

9  Terminology used accurately, generating 
very little analysis. (AO1, AO2).
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Commentary on the answer
AO1 Limited attempt to apply relevant concepts. Inconsistent 
written expression. Limited use of relevant terminology. (Level 
1–2)

AO4 Limited attempt to explore connections. (Level 2–3)

AO2 Very limited analysis of ways in which meanings are 
shaped. (Level 1–2)

AO3 Some limited awareness of significance of context. (Level 
2–3)

Level for Section A: High Level 2

Mark for Section A: 10 out of 30

It both texts there is semantic fields. In the obituary a semantic field of descriptive 
language is used to describe the way Marilyn Monroe looks for example ‘sixty feet 
tall’, ‘pima donna’ and ‘liquid lips’. This is because Marilyn Monroe was a sexualised 
and seen as the best thing about her was her looks. In the speech there is a more 
negative semantic field of discrimination when blunt words such as ‘repulsive’ 
(which is repeated), ‘sexism’, ‘misogyny’ and ‘house wives’. Julia Gillard uses the 
speech to enhance and make people aware of the issues and discrimination us 
women face.

Within both texts they similarly qoute different aspects the use as evidence 
backing up what they have said10. In the obituary there are quotes made to ‘Alice 
and wonderland’ and ‘Lorelei’ perhaps adding more context to what there saying 
and also again enhance the purpose of entertaining. In the speech Julia Gillard 
uses references the actual words the deputy speaker says to back up her opinion 
on that he is sexist. For example ‘men are by physiology or temperament more 
adapted to exercise authority or to issue command’ giving evidence to back the 
theory of Julia Gillard that in fact he is sexist.

Overall I believe the texts to be very different protraying different emotions and 
purposes. But however some of the way they achieve the main themes of the 
texts is similar. The texts are both very interesting and create an interesting spin 
on the issues in hand. The sentence structure, discourse, lexis and grammar all 
help to creating an interesting text.

10  Attempt to explore a connection between 
texts, in comparing Cooke’s use of allusion 
with Gillard’s quoting of Abbott. (AO4).
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Script A Question 4

Write an obituary for an imagined celebrity. Your aim is to evaluate and comment on his or her life, 
achievements and legacy.            [20 marks]

Have any of you heard of the Suicide Forest in Japan? If you haven’t now you will 
soon remember this place. With regret I am sorry to inform you, Blaire Wells is 
dead. At only age 22.

Can we all take a moment of our time to remember what a wonderful life 
changing woman Blaire Wells was1. 

I, myself is 110% heartbroken, what a lovely sweet girl and she had such a short 
life. For anyone wondering Blaire was a youtuber with over 20 million suscribes, 
where she made youtube videos of herself travelling the world and also inspiring 
young children to follow there wildist dreams. However, these were sadly not the 
only videos she made she2  was also a very troubled individual who had really 
serious issues with her mental health suffering from deep depression and aniexity.

Blaire although being a meer 22 years old had been through so much. When 
Blaire was born, her mother sadly passed away3, something Blaire blamed herself 
for, even after all the support from her fans and friends. Notice I didn’t mention 
her dad…

Well,4 her dad is now locked away in prison and has been for the last five years, 
Her dad named Bill, blamed her for her mothers death. Blamed her from the very 
first breath and from there very last breath his wife took. This is when things got 
really tough for poor, young Blaire. At the age of 7, her dad began to abuse her. 
Now if your like me, you already have tears in your eyes but this abuse didn’t 
happen once but for another 7 years. To Blaire it became usual, she didn’t know 
any different untill she was 14 and a teacher questioned her about the deep blue 
bruises5 she had on the side of the face. This is when she was dropped into a pool 
of reality realising what her dad was doing was wrong.

But overwhelmingly sad Blaires dad was locked up but the damage had already 
been done. Blaire when on one of her exploring travel videos in Japan decided 
enough was enough and was found on May 11th hanging from a tree. Fans 
are rewatching and rewatching the video she uploaded on 9th May and are 
noticing, she didn’t really see herself, wishing somebody would have just noticed 
something.

I think we all need to appreciate Blaires life and what impact she had in such a 
small period of time.

Rest in peace Blaire. Your place in Heaven is awaiting.

1 Voice strongly suggestive of spoken mode, 
as if response conflates obituary genre with 
funeral oration (AO3).

2 Lack of sentence demarcation: limited 
accuracy (AO5).

3  Some awareness of genre in biographical 
content (AO3).

4   Little awareness of written mode and formal 
register implicit in genre (AO3).

5   Occasional descriptive detail demonstrates 
attempt to create effects, but also unclear 
sense of context and genre, with elements of 
narrative fiction (AO3, AO5).

Commentary on the answer
AO5 Little accuracy and some attempt to create effects. (Level 1–2)

AO3 Very little awareness of the significance of context. (Level 1)

Level for Section A: Low Level 2

Mark for Section A: 5 out of 20

Total mark: 15 out of 50
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Script B Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

In text A there is a lack of punctuation. ‘Marilyn Monroe was found dead in bed 
this morning in her home in Hollywood’. When you say the beggining sentence 
it sound like it is being stretched out and is being used to emphasise the feelings 
for the writter/audience feeling dead inside. This is no surprise as Monroe was a 
popular celebrity at the time who the public adored. The writer may have made 
this sentence long to indicate that you wouldn’t want to read whats on the page 
as it is so upsetting.1

Alastair Cooke also uses emotive language. ‘cursed by physical beauty, to be 
dazed and doomed by the fame…’ The words ‘cursed’, ‘dazed’ and ‘doomed’ are 
all very powerful words. By using these words Cooke reflects on the feelings of 
dispare and disapointment, that such a tragedy could happen. Also the double ‘d’ 
sound emphasises the violence of the situation and her life.2 

In text B Julia Gillard starts with a formal reply. ‘Thank you very much’ instantly 
shows us that Julia is going to be ‘very’ formal/civil within discussing the issues at 
bay. Also the word ‘very’ reflects her attitude of wanting to start talking as soon 
as possible as she probably is passionate about the topic/event.3 Julia Gillard was 
a Prime minister at the time of the event, so it is no surprise that she showed 
passion within her job role as she has to have the passion and drive to be a prime 
minister.

Julia Gillard uses a term of refference. ‘by the Leader of the opposition’, she refers 
to the person being opposed as ‘the Leader of the opposition’. This is because, 
when discussing a matter within parliament you must refer to them by their job 
title/role4. This shows the audience that Julia Gillard is going to respond to the 
events in an organised, formal way whilst keeping respect and mannerisms in play 
(even though she is the Prime Minister she still respects everyone equally5).

Mrs Gillard uses repetition. ‘… repulsive double standards, repulsive double 
standards when it comes to…’ The repetition of ‘repulsive double standards’ 
emphasises her view of her opponent; he litterally makes her feel sick. Also the 
‘sive’ sound from the word ‘repulsive’ make what she is saying sound more sharp 
and violent, emphasising the meaning/power of what she is saying6.

1 1st paragraph contains a basic attempt to 
comment on the influence of context.
AO1: The claims about the effects of syntax 
and punctuation on meaning are consistent 
with a limited application of concepts.  (AO3).

2 2nd paragraph includes some attempt to 
apply a lexical framework. (AO1).
The phrase ‘the feelings of dispare and 
disapointment’ make for a generalised 
interpretation, as if the candidate is unsure 
whose feelings these are. (AO2).

3  This inference is consistent with a limited 
reading of the text. (AO2).

4  Valid point, showing some awareness of 
significance of context. (AO3).

5  Claim not consistent with an informed 
engagement with the whole text. (AO3).

6  Valid points made about lexical choice and 
phonology. (AO1, AO2).
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Commentary on the answer
This candidate attempts to analyse the ways a few meanings are 
shaped at a local level in each text. The response demonstrates 
little understanding of both texts. No attempt is made to make 
connections between the texts. Few of the concepts and 
methods expected at AS Level are evident. 

AO1 Limited attempt to apply relevant concepts. Inconsistent 
written expression and little use of relevant terminology. (Level 
1–2)

AO4 No attempt to make connections.

AO2 Limited analysis of ways in which meanings are shaped. 
(Level 2)

AO3 Limited awareness of significance of context. (Level 2)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 2

Mark for Section A: 8 out of 30
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Script B Question 13

Write a speech on the importance of equality to be given at a year 11 assembly. Your purpose is to 
persuade the audience that more needs to be done to ensure equal rights for a group of your choice. 
               [20 marks]

The importance of equality! For many years the fight for equality has grown in 
popularity.1 From the equal rights of women to vote, to fair trade policies and the 
fight for equality between blacks and whites. A lot of you probably already know 
this stuff and are wondering why I am saying this.2 Whilst some of you are sitting 
here confused, wondering ‘what the hell is this old man talking about’. Well I’m 
going to tell you. Our shcool. Our students and out staff are all here today because 
of this fight for equality. I hear alot of murmours and I assume it is because I have 
now confused all of you on what I am talking about3, well allow me to clarify.

When schools first began in the UK, they was initially for those with wealthy 
families who could afford to pay for their children to go to school, Whilst those 
considerd to be poor roamed around in squallor/dirty streets with very little 
understanding on how to do basic things like reading and writting. This way 
of life wasnt ever really challenged until the industrial revelution. The industrial 
revelution meant that Britain now had a lot of new jobs that needed bright minds 
to work within these jobs. A changing Britain required a change in the education 
system.4 

Campaigners began to fight for the rights of all children as they realised that;5 
young minds are the future generation. And a generation, where only around 20% 
is educated would be an unsuccesful generation whos economy will fall. Small 
schools for the poor was opened by factory owners and men who had wealth. 
These schools were not state funded and were set up through the good will of 
others.

Eventually campaigners won the fight for all children to have a right to education, 
and the state begun to fund the schools that was already set up and began 
making variouse state schools around the country.

The point of this assembly today, is to open your eyes to the oppertunity infront 
of you.6 This is your final GCSE year, and some of you may not care about what 
you get. But just remember that your education was a constant battle and even 
though you may not realise it yet, as you are used to this school system, but you 
are lucky to be here today as this education will give you the tools you need to 
build a better life for your self.

Even though we are now in 2016, and this is considered to be a modern society. 
Not all kids in the world have access to schools or even a right to education. Yes 
as shocking as it is to believe, unfortunatly, this is true. I would like everyone in 
this hall to get involved with donating to save the children. Save the children 
ensures that kids in deprived areas of the world get the education they need, to 
help them have a sustainable future whilst developing the young minds of our 
next generation. You and I may take simple things like reading for granted but lets 
atleast provide someone with the gift of being able to read.

Thank you year 11 for listening, and as you leave the hall their will be two charity 
collection boxes either side of there door. I do hope everyone donates as it is 
your choice, however those who dont can spend after school with me discussing 
why they feel as if it is moraly acceptable to allow this unfortunate7 problem to 
continue.

1 The opening minor sentence and the fronted 
adverbial of the second sentence feel perhaps 
more suited to a written than spoken mode. 
(AO3).

2 Response starts to show greater awareness of 
mode and context here. (AO3).

3  Lack of control at whole-text level becomes 
evident. (AO5).

4  Second paragraph begins to engage, with 
necessary depth and development. Feels less 
than controlled, particularly in relation to task. 
(AO5).

5 Attempt to use range of punctuation here 
suggests limited technical accuracy in writing. 
(AO5).

6 Structural feature and deictic references 
suggest attempt to create effects and 
awareness of significance of context. (AO3).

7 Candidate seems here to draw on their own 
experience of school assemblies. The drift into 
charity appeal and the reference to language 
of teacher–pupil interactions suggests some 
awareness of the influence of context, with a 
partial grasp of the task. (AO3).
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Commentary on the answer
AO5 Limited accuracy and some attempt to create effects. 
(Level 2)

AO3 Some awareness of the significance of context. (Level 3)

Level for Section A: Low Level 3

Mark for Section A: 8 out of 20

Total mark: 16 out of 50
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Script C Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

The ‘Marilyn Monroe obituary’ and ‘Julia Gillards political speech’ both use 
language to inform their viewers on a certain topic area. But Text B however 
contains elements of persuasive terms hence being1 a political speech.

Contextual factors (pragmatics) are used in both texts, but are presented 
differently. Text A being a newspaper article meaning it’s purpose would be to 
inform, appealing to the target audience of middle-class adults or fans of Monroe.

Moreover, text B being a political speech signify its purpose is to not only inform 
but to also persuade, whilst targeting an audience of either potential voters, 
citizens or politicians.2 

In Text B, Julia Gillard uses specific lexis to move her audience e.g. ‘Repulsive 
double standards’ this phrase is repeated twice in the text, showing us how angry 
and upset she is3.

Also, Gillard uses lexis concerning politics ‘leader of the opposition’ + ‘House 
of Representatives’ this could also link in with political discourse as she uses 
political terms in order to appeal to the judge and politicians around her, this also 
emphasises her intelligance and professionalism4.

Where as in ‘Marilyn Monroe’s obituary’ lexical fields of a mythical creature is used 
e.g. ‘pneumatic’ ‘liquid-lipped’ ‘goddess’ ‘Lorelei’ the use of such lexis present Monroe 
to be something out of this world and human. Also gives her the characteristics of 
a mermaid something so beautiful that distracts those that gaze.5

Phonological features are used in Text A in order for readers to visualise what 
is being said. An example of this would be ‘howling’ – this is an example of 
animalistic imagery the use of this word portray the crowd as being hungry for 
Monroe. 6 this is similar to ‘catcalling’ 7emphasising the fact that Monroe is being 
symbolised as a ‘sex-object’or sexualising her character. This contrast greatly when 
Alastair Cooke describes her as a ‘a baffled, honest girl’ the word ‘baffled’ suggests 
confusion and makes her seem lost and scared by her own image. Cooke refers to 
her as a ‘girl’ despite being a women this creates a sense of pathos emphasising 
her true nature being very innocent and fragile. – a comparison between her real-
life image vs her public image.

Grammar is another linguistic framework that is used in both texts.

In Text B there is constant use of repetition in order to emphasise her views and 
opinions, an example of this would be ‘I was offended when..’ this once again 
highlights her sheer anger concerning the sexist remarks the leader of the 
opposition has been saying. The word ‘offended’ can also suggest to feel hurt, 
once more emphasising how upset she is – this is also a persuasive term that can 
create the audience to pity/sympathise her8, making them more likely to side with 
her. Moreover, in Text A, the writer uses Rule of 39 in order to emphasise Monroe’s 

1 Circularity in connection between genre and 
features suggests less secure application of 
concepts.  (AO1).

2 First three paragraphs demonstrate limited 
use of terminology, limited awareness of 
significance of contexts, and limited attempt 
to make connections. (AO1, AO3, AO4).

3 Limited analysis of ways meanings are 
shaped. (AO2).

4 Some, limited awareness of significance of 
context. (AO3).

5 Limited attempt to explore connection. Some 
analysis of ways meaning is shaped. (AO2, 
AO4).

6 Some appropriate use of terminology. Some 
analysis. (AO1, AO2).

7 Candidate appears to quote from Text B 
as if to make a connection, but writes as if 
quotation has come from Text A. (AO4).

8 Some inconsistent written expression. (AO1).

9 An implicit connection made in repetition 
and tripartite structures belonging to the same 
broad framework. (AO4).
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true character rather than how the public eye saw her. ‘she was confused, 
pathologically shy.’ the use of words like ‘confused’ and ‘shy’ make us see her as 
a real – down to earth person rather than a celebrity we’re also able to see her 
true nature instead of how others viewed her. Another example would be the 
use of emotive language. ‘sixty feet tall and naked before a howling mob’ this 
emphasises how she was portrayed underneath the pubic eye. ‘sixty feet tall’ –  
this once again gives her inhuman characteristics making her seem like a 
goddess/mythical creature.

Overall, both texts use the linguistic frameworks in order to describe how 
language is portrayed within texts of different genres.

Commentary on the answer
This candidate seems to structure their response around 
the broad frameworks of pragmatics, lexis, phonology and 
grammar, in a way that suggests their understanding of these 
concepts is limited, and which may limit their application of 
the concepts to the texts. There is some limited sense of the 
influence of context on Text B and very little sense of contextual 
factors for Text A.

AO1 Some application of relevant concepts. Generally 
clear written expression, with some inconsistencies. Some 
appropriate use of relevant terminology. (Level 3)

AO4 Limited attempt to make connections (Level 2).

AO2 Some competent analysis of ways in which meanings are 
shaped. (Level 3–4)

AO3 Limited understanding of significance of contexts. (Level 2)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 3

Mark for Section A: 14 out of 30
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Script B Question 2

Write an article for a newspaper on the topic of instant celebrity. Your aim is to explore the negative 
effects of sudden fame.            [20 marks]

Title:1 Sudden fame, is it really all that great?

Celebrities. The glitz and glamour, the fame and fortune2 are all positives of being 
a celebrity but there are also many downsides.

Becoming a celebrity means you’re instantly greeted by adoring fans, a new 
lifestyle and of course money. doing what you love and getting payed for it? I 
mean, who wouldn’t love that?

But there are always people that want to see you fall. people3 waiting to see that 
train wreck that they hope your life will turn into.

The fact that you won’t have a private life anymore, constantly being followed 
by paparazzi and also crazy fans that adore you to the point it becomes slightly 
frightening.

There have been many cases where a celebrity have killed themselves in order to 
get away from the reality that is their life.

Celebrities with everything they could’ve wished for losing themselves in this life 
of fame and fortune. ‘isn’t it just crazy?

The death threats, they receive from ‘haters’ – solemnly4 people they do not 
know wishing death upon them, does that even make sense? people that dislike 
them so much to the point that they want them to die. Absolutely Psycotic. and 
disgusting.5 

Sometimes companes treat celebrities badly – one famous example: kesha6  

1 Apt headline shows some awareness of 
genre. (AO3).

2 Minor sentence and alliteration demonstrate 
engaging effects. (AO5).

3 Recurring lower-case opening to sentences 
demonstrate some inaccuracy. (AO5).

4 Lower-frequency lexis deployed with less 
control. (AO5).

5 Written register not entirely sustained. (AO3, 
AO5).

6 Candidate seems to run out of time. 

Commentary on the answer
This candidate attempts to create effects. These effects become 
less engaging as the piece progresses. The one-sentence 
paragraphs seem suited to a tabloid newspaper, suggesting 
some awareness of context and genre. However, the content 
lacks the development necessary to engage a newspaper 
reader, and there is also a lack of control and accuracy.

AO5 Some accuracy and some attempt to create effects. (Level 
2–3)

AO3 Some awareness of the significance of context. (Level 3)

Level for Section B: High Level 3

Mark for Section B: 9 out of 20

Total mark: 23 out of 50
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Script D Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

Both texts use different techniques and language in order to respond to the 
events they are describing.

In Text A a written text, Alistair cooke’s aim is inform the British public on the 
tragic causes of the movie star Maryln Monroe’s death1. The noun phrases ‘row of 
medicine’ and ‘empty bottle of barbiturates’ adds emphasis to the seriousness and 
perhaps extent of her deppression2. Text B is also a written text3 aimed at Tony 
Abbot, the political parties and women around the world to critisise coments 
which she believes to be ‘sexist’ and full of ‘misogny’, she uses term of reference 
when she refers back to tony abot. ‘I will not be lectured about sexism and 
misogny by this man’ instead of directly addressing him by his name which would 
come across as polite and respectful, she purposefully avoids this whch may 
come across inappropriate4. The modal ‘will’ furthers the idea that she had very 
little respect for him and makes clear that she will stand her ground.

In text A Marylin monroe is portrayed a young woman who has been a victim 
through the peek of her life, he uses a listing of adjectves to convey this, 
‘humble, cursed, dazed, doomed’ these adjectves are a very surprising contrast 
in comparison with what she was famous for, the noun phrase ‘physical beauty’ 
would usually be seen as a blessing which many wish for, hower Alastair cooke 
makes very clear that this was not the case for marylin monoe in fact she was 
‘cursed’ and ‘doomed’ by it5. Similarly in text B Julia Gillard is clearly offended on a 
personal level by these comments6 and regards herself as a victim to the abstract 
noun7 ‘sexism’, therefore although, this speech has some spontaneity as it affects 
her on a personal level, she has made sure to carefully plan and structure so that 
the political groups and the wider audience are on her side8, ‘if its true, starvos 
that men have more power generally speaking then women, is it a bad thing?’ 
She had clearly remembered his words line for line to add emphasis to her points 
and to further back them up. She uses the abstract noun ‘sexism’ throughout the 
text as she knows that this topic will arouse alot of sympathy for women from her 
audience so she constantly goes back to the noun and drills it into our minds9.

Furthermore in text A Alastair Cooke is heavily critisising the American public 
and significantly blaming their irresponsible ways for her death, he describes 
how the public objectifes her to be an ‘enthroned sexpot’ and ‘liquid lipped’ these 
noun phrases10 give the audience a deeper insight on what she looked like to the 
world, nothing more than a sexual object who was not respected. He goes on to 
saying that she had gone through ‘exploitation’ and that she was ‘haunted’ by a 
‘howling mob’, the used of abstract noun and dynamic verb, ‘howling’ creates a 
concrete image of a violent crowd of people, that marylin could just not escape11, 
In contrast she ‘could never learn to acquire the lacquered shell’ or the ‘armour’ 
to overcome the ‘mob’ which is perhaps the reason that she could no longer 
cope with her life. The concrete noun ‘armour’ and ‘shell’ dramatises what Alastair 
belived she should have been protected by, perhaps by the public or someone 

1 Summary of purpose as ‘to inform the British 
public on the causes of …  death’ shows some 
awareness of significance of context and 
audience, but perhaps limited awareness of 
significance of genre. (AO3).
2 Some appropriate use of terminology and 
some analysis of way meaning is shaped (AO1, 
AO2).

3 Limited attempt to make a connection. (AO4).

4 Attempt to apply relevant concept, though 
lacking awareness of influence of context. 
(AO1, AO3).

5 Some inconsistent written expression. (AO1).
As much paraphrase as analysis of ways 
meanings are shaped. (AO2).

6  No connection made, despite comparative 
discourse marker. (AO4).

7 Terminology accurate rather than appropriate. 
(AO1).

8 Some application of concept of mode. (AO1).

9 Some awareness of significance of audience. 
(AO3).

10 Narrow range of terms gives impression that 
application of concepts may be limited. (AO1).

11 Some developed analysis of ways meaning is 
shaped. (AO2).
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she was closest to12, unfortunately the signs were missed. In text B Julia Gilard is 
also critising13 Tony Abot heavily for his ‘repulsive comments made’ she says that 
she is very ‘offended on behalf of the women of Australia’ the term of reference 
to women of America here is purposefuly done to arouse sympathy and bring 
women around the world together to fight against sexism. She also uses a parallel 
structure ‘I was also very offended on behalf’, ‘I was offended too by sexism’, ‘I was 
offended when the leader of the opposition’, the use of the parrallel structure 
here adds emphasis to her argument and also shows the amount of care taken to 
construct it, she is clearly very passionate about this topic14, the personal pronoun 
‘I’ also gives me an idea that she took his comments to heart as they undermine 
her as a women who is in power.

12 Attempt to comment on meaning reveals 
partial understanding of quotation in context. 
(A02).

13 Attempt to make and explore a connection. 
(AO4).

14 Limited analysis of ways meanings are 
shaped. (AO2).

Commentary on the answer
This response feels rushed, as though the candidate is writing 
while still at an early stage of working out what they want to say. 
The approach to embedding frequent short quotations does not 
facilitate convincing analysis of the ways meanings are shaped, 
as words from the texts displace the candidate’s own interpretive 
words. There is more awareness of the significance of context for 
Text B than Text A.

AO1 Some application of relevant concepts, sometimes 
competent. Generally clear written expression with some 
inconsistencies. Mainly appropriate use of relevant terminology. 
(Level 3–4)

AO4 Limited attempt to make connections across texts. (Level 2)

AO2 Some analysis of ways in which meanings are shaped, 
competent in places. (Level 3–4)

AO3 Some awareness of significance of contexts. (Level 3)

Level for Section A: Borderline Level 3/4

Mark for Section A: 15 out of 30
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Script D Question 3

Write a speech on the importance of equality to be given at a year 11 assembly. Your purpose is to 
persuade the audience that more needs to be done to ensure equal rights for a group of your choice. 
               [20 marks]

Good morning year 11’s for those of you who do not know me, my name is B— 
and I am coming here to talk to you about a serious topic that is going around in 
the media everywhere today; that topic is inequalty due to background or race.

Yes, I am sure that many of you have been spoken to about this topic many times 
in the past, however this time, is the time for you guy’s to take action and make a 
change, you are the eldest in your school now and this means that your maturity 
levels need to step up a notch.1 

For many years growing up as a young black lady I have seen many thing that I 
should not have been exposed to being a child, people being beaten unconsious, 
my cousin, sliced at the back of his neck and my dear mother’s phone snatched 
right from the grasps of her hands because, ‘she did not deserve it’, why? Simply 
becase of the colour of her skin, How does that sound to you all? To think that you 
cannot be safe in the very place you grew up simply because you were ‘too dark’ 
or perhaps ‘too light,’ sounds silly right?2

This is why you, as the new generation have to step up and make a change. 
How many of you enjoy watching usain Bolt run the hundred metre race in the 
olympics? that’s quite a few of you what about you girls; how much do you love 
Rhianna’s new song work? well one thing in common with these stars is that they 
are black, It would be a huge shame if we were not allowed to enjoy such talents 
any more simply because they do not look the same as you would’nt it ?3

Another thing I wanted to point out that is utterly and bitterly shameful is this 
‘light skin’, ‘dark skin’ debate4 that is poisoning the younger generation from seeing 
what true beauty is; people shouldnt fear being bullied because they are not 
beautiful unless they lighten the skin colour that they were born with. Beauty 
come’s in all shapes and sizes so please year 11’s don’t be blinded and deluded by 
these lies.

Now Before I go, I just wanted to remind you that you need to work together to 
put an end to inequality, every generation is supposed to grow and develop like 
it has been doing, do tell me why such intelligent and flourishing beings should 
have such ignorant minds when it comes to racial inequality, think about it?

Thank you all for having me, you have all been great listeners now its your turn, 
make a diffence!

1 Lack of sentence demarcation in first two 
paragraphs indicates limited accuracy. (AO5).

2 Clear understanding of significance of 
context evident in use of questions and tag 
questions. (AO3).

3 Content suggests lack of competence and 
control, and lack of clarity about purpose 
and message: hard to see the connections 
between the knife crime and theft of 
the previous paragraph, the reference to 
celebrities here, and the theme of racial 
inequality. (AO5).

4 Deictic ‘this’ suggests sweeping assumption 
as to shared context. (AO3).
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Commentary on the answer
As with Section A, this response would have benefited from 
greater planning. It is longer and uses language for effect more 
than other responses which were placed in Level 3; but the level 
of inaccuracy at sentence level and word level keep it in the 
lower half of the mark scheme with regard to AO5. The candidate 
has enough sense of the spoken mode and an audience of Year 
11s for a higher level with regard to AO3; but the lack of cohesion 
in content suggests an awareness of context rather than an 
understanding of the needs of the audience from a prepared 
speech.

AO5 Limited accuracy and an attempt to create effects. (Level 
2–3)

AO3 Some awareness of the significance of context. (Level 3)

Level for Section B: Mid Level 3

Mark for Section B: 9 out of 20

Total mark: 24 out of 50
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Script E Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

Text A is an obituary in a newspaper, the normal readers of the gaurdian and 
people intrested in marilyn monroe would be expected to be intrested in this 
article. Text B is an extract from a parliamentary debate, where Julia gillard seeks to 
persuade people to see Abbot the way she does.1 

In Text A Alistair cooke presents marilyn monroe as a vulnerable girl. ‘... a humble 
girl, cursed by physical beauty, to be dazed and doomed by the fame that was too 
much for her’ the stative verbs ‘dazed and doomed’ and ‘cursed’ paint the imagery 
of an innocent girl trapped2. The voiced frickittive of the letter ‘D’ creates a heavy 
atmosphere.3 The premodifier ‘humble’ portrays her as powerless and hopeless 
against fame. ‘and naked before a howling mob’ she exposed to a group described 
in a way that highlights their violent and wild tendencies.

On the other hand in text B Gillard present Abbot as a perpetrator4. ‘Every day in 
every way ... that’s all we’ve heard from him’ The intensifiers5 ‘Every’ and ‘all’ reduce 
Abbot to someone who doesn’t deserver the title and position he has. ‘I was also 
offended on behalf of the women of Australia’ The term of reference ‘the women 
of Australia’ highlights the fact that Abbot is in a position where he can offend 
many people. It also adds quantity to Gillard’s argument (she is not the only one 
offended, thousand others are offended as well)

In Text A Alistair Cooke critisizes the American showbiz and blames it for Monroe 
mental state. ‘...millions of movie fans the usual melodrama...’ the premodifier ‘usual’ 
reduces her life to be just another drama to the people, it’s not extra-ordinary. ‘For 
Americans, the last chapter...’ the term of reference ‘Americans’ suggests he things 
those ‘movie fans’ and Americans and that they’re the ones who do not see her 
as a human being but just as a person who entertaines them. the noun ‘chapter’ 
intensifies his argument. ‘when people had the gall to ask her’ the ‘gall’ shows his 
disgust at the insensitivity to her private life. They dug through her life the her life 
became a drama for people.6

Similarly Gillard humiliates and critisizes Abbot7 for his actions that have offended 
her. ‘I will not be lectured about sexism and misogny by this man’ The modal 
‘will’ gives gillard’s words a sense of strength and conviction. the diectic ‘this’ 
and concrete noun ‘man’ singles Abbot out and puts all the attention on him as 
she clearly repeats and pairs ‘sexism and misogny’ as a motif. ‘a battering ram...’ 
this portrays Abbot as a thick headed guy, ‘this kind of hypocrisy must not be 
tolerated’ the modal ‘must’ shuts down other objections and leaves the listener 
feeling as if Abbot did something super bad.8 

1 Broad overview of audience and purpose, 
beginning to show some awareness of 
significance of contexts. (AO3).

2 Competent analysis of the way meaning is 
shaped, and application of a lexical framework, 
but inaccurate use of the term. (AO1, AO2).

3 Competent analysis of the way meaning is 
shaped, and application of a phonological 
framework, but inaccurate use (and spelling) of 
the term. (AO1, AO2).

4 Straightforward contrast drawn and explored. 
(AO4).
5 Again, a combination of competence and 
inaccuracy in application of concepts and use 
of terminology. (AO1).

6 Some, limited analysis of ways meanings are 
shaped. (AO2)
Limited attempt to apply relevant concepts in 
this passage, with terms use accurately but not 
really relevant to points made. (AO1).

7 Straightforward similarity drawn and explored. 
(AO4).

8 Final paragraph contains strongest passage 
of response.
Range of appropriate terms used securely and 
purposefully. (AO1).
Developed, detailed critical analysis of ways 
meanings are shaped. (AO2).
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Commentary on the answer
AO1 Competent application of relevant concepts. Generally 
clear written expression. Mainly appropriate use of relevant 
terminology. (Level 4)

AO4 Some attempt to explore connections (Level 3).

AO2 Competent analysis of ways in which meanings are shaped. 
(Level 4)

AO3 Some awareness of significance of contexts. (Level 3)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 4

Mark for Section A: 18 out of 30
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Script E Question 2

Write an article for a newspaper on the topic of instant celebrity. Your aim is to explore the negative 
effects of sudden fame.            [20 marks]

15 minutes to fame

one day you are walking down your gran’s street. You just popped out to get her 
a pint of milk from the shop you always get her milk from. without much warning 
you are popped on a red carpet for the premier for a film1 that’s getting 1000k 
worth of promotion. You are dressed in your sweats, haven’t had a haircut for a 
while. You feel completely out of place.2 To help get rid of that feeling you start 
doing what you think celeberties3 normally do. Party. You get arrogant and think 
you have all the money in the world. You can’t pop in to gran’s or get her the pint 
of milk you used to deliver for her.

You start hanging around other celeberties to help fill the celeberty image that 
you have. (chilling with your mate since yr7 yeah right) Your mum call you but you 
are busy, you have a meeting here, a photoshoot there when was the last time 
you had a home cooked meal? Anyways who cares. You are a big shot celeberty 
not someone who still eats food made by your mum.

You are halfway across the world. Your mum is missing you, your gran misses 
the milk you always got for her. You get into a fight with your dad (he doesn’t 
watch films much). You live in a big house with nice cars but you always wake up 
grumpy, you miss the little who always jump on your bed to wake you up.

1 Imagined scenario not entirely convincing or 
internally coherent. 

2 Sentence structure manipulated for effect. 
(AO5).

3 Recurring spelling error. (AO5).

Commentary on the answer
This response has elements of successful original writing at 
GCSE, with a sense of form, an attempt to craft an engaging 
voice and to generate cohesion (your gran’s milk). However, the 
candidate seems to assume an audience of peers, in a way that is 
inconsistent with the newspaper article specified in the task, and 
does little to cater for a general reader. 

AO5 Some accuracy and engaging effects. (Level 3–4)

AO3 Limited awareness of the significance of context. (Level 2)

Level for Section B: High Level 3

Mark for Section B: 10 out of 20

Total mark: 28 out of 50
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Script F Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

Alistair Cooke’s obituary is factual and informative article written in the Guardian 
in 1962. It is a formal piece intending to inform people across the world of Marilyn 
Monroe’s death. It’s informative nature, coming the from Guardian newspaper 
creates a factual atmosphere. The first paragraph shows the factual nature of a 
newspaper.. For example, ‘found dead in a bed’ and ‘empty bottle of barbiturates’. 
The lexical field barbiturates1 suggests that readers of the Guardian are educated 
and already have a background knowledge.2 

The use of sibilance ‘stony sentences’ shows the personal and emotional nature 
behind the article; it emphasises the emptiness that death brings. ‘stony’ could be 
symbolic of the headstone that will ultimately mark her final resting place. This 
links to the American Dream as people aspire to achieve the dream and they can 
die knowing they achieved their dream. The stone could be the cold realisation 
that the dream is unachieveable or if it is achievable then it isn’t what you’d hope 
it would be.3 

The use of the verb ‘crumble’ suggests that, just like life, the American Dream is 
fragile and can easily fall apart overnight. ‘beauty has crumbled’ also suggests that 
aesthetics are only temporary and ‘beauty’ can die. Similarly, in Text B, misogygny 
and sexism is discussed; ‘painting of women’s roles’ suggest that the Leader of 
the Opposition is stating that women are just ‘housewives’ and their beauty is all 
they’re good for. This is what Text A is about as Marilyn Monroe was seen purely as 
a sex object and a ‘goddess’.4 

Text B uses emotive language as its purpose is to get across their motion to 
members of parliament; Julia Gillard is trying to persuade the MP’s. She does this 
through the use of emotive language such as ‘repulsive’ and ‘bitch’. These words 
have negative connotations that are used emphatically in order to display her 
strong emotions behind her idea. Contextually, she is trying to defend a man who 
was sexually harassing a member of staff. Her passion is aiming to deflect the 
attention away from her parties negative attributes and highlight the oppositions 
negative scandals.5 

Both text A and text B use emotive language6, however, text A uses emotive 
language to mourn the loss of Marilyn Monroe. Alastair Cooke describes Monroe 
as ‘pathologically shy’ and ‘confused’. ‘pathologically’ suggests that there was 
something wrong with her mental state which highlights the issues she dealt 
with growing up as an orphan and as numerous people’s wives including ‘the 
immortal Joe Dimaggio’.7

In contrast Julia Gillard fights for her strength as an independent woman8 – she 
repeatedly refers to the first person ‘I’. This emphasises her personal involvement 
with the topic. As she is Prime Minister, she speaks ‘On behalf of the women of 
Australia’ and therefore using the first person noun ‘I’, she includes herself as one of 
the women of Australia.

1 Use of terminology not entirely appropriate 
or secure. (AO1).

2 Opening paragraph shows some awareness 
of significance of contexts, though quotation 
used has little sense of obituary subgenre. 
(AO3).

3 Exploration of effects of language features 
demonstrates some analysis of ways meanings 
are shaped, though ideas in this paragraph 
seem tangentially related to text. (AO2).

4 Some attempt to make thematic connection 
between texts. (AO3).
Limited analysis of Text B. (AO2).

5 Detailed knowledge of context, audience and 
purpose is deployed; some awareness of its 
significance demonstrated. (AO3).

6 Connection between texts explored in 
analysis of ‘repulsive’, ‘bitch’ and ‘pathologically’. 
(AO4).

7 At times, response slips into paraphrase 
rather than analysis. (AO2).

8 Limited attempt to make connection. (AO4).
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Julia Gillard uses repetition to emphasise her point for example she repeatedly 
says ‘I was offended’ whereas in Text A repetition is not used9. In text A the theme 
is the same; the point of her beauty is commented on, describing her as ‘charming’ 
and ‘a baffled, honest girl’

In conclusion, both texts discuss women and the world’s view on women 
however the purpose of persuasion and informing dictates the descriptions and 
language they, respectively, use.

9  Limited attempt to make connection. (AO4).

Commentary on the answer
This candidate makes some strong meaning from both texts, 
through the purposeful  application of frameworks mentioned 
in the question: context, audience, purpose and genre. There is 
clear evidence of the learning and expertise central to this unit 
in the AS Level specification.

AO1 Some application of relevant concepts. Generally 
clear written expression. Some appropriate use of relevant 
terminology. (Level 3–4)

AO4 Competent exploration of connections. (Level 4)

AO2 Some analysis of ways in which meanings are shaped. 
(Level 3)

AO3 Some awareness of significance of contexts. (Level 3)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 4

Mark for Section A: 17 out of 30
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Script F Question 4

Write an obituary for an imagined celebrity. Your aim is to evaluate and comment on his or her life, 
achievements and legacy.            [20 marks]

Jessica Jones

A woman of great talent, unimaginable beauty and an abundance of generosity 
walked the earth with grace and sophistication. Her death comes as a tragic shock 
and these stony sentences1 speak a final homage to a joyful woman who, like so 
many of us, dreamt of a life of bliss.

A young girl with a hunger for fame, born and raised only a stone’s throw away 
from her final resting place, dreamt of a stardom and fame; she worked immensly 
hard to achieve all she did. It is a horrific feeling knowing that she could have 
achieved so much more.

Those that surrounded her could sense an air of sophistication and glamour – a 
1950s movie star graced the screens and took the world by storm2. It can be said 
that behind the scenes, the glamour was few and far between3. Half a dozen 
messy marriages and even messier divorces put Jessica Jones’ deepest, darkest 
insecurities in the spotlight.

Her numerous affairs and self-deprecating addictions almost rendered her 
penniless. However, her strong-minded determined nature saw her soar to the 
top of everyone’s priority list once more. Was it a dream? people questioned. 
Could Jessica Jones truly return to the forefront of everyone’s minds?4 

Immortality is a hope to far out of sight to reach. Her bright lights faded once 
more; the final bow was taken and the curtain fell. Thus, the lights faded to black 
but her glow lives on like a lighthouse never failing to guide the way.

Children of all ages aspire to be like Jessica Jones unaware of the highs and the 
lows that her short life endured. Her memory, however, will live on. The age-old 
classics that never die, the photographs that hand on the wall of her eluding 
mansion and timeless memories that will dies with her family, friends and fans.

Her life shall be forever held in the hearts and the TV screens of her faithful fans.

1 Appropriation of Cooke’s phrase indicative of 
lower level of familiarity with genre. (AO3)

2 Response loses sight of referential function 
of obituary genre in focus on creating 
heightened prose style. (AO3).

3 Some sense of journalistic voice; an attempt 
to create effects. (AO5).

4 Attempt to create effects made at expense of 
sense of genre of context. (AO3, AO5).

Commentary on the answer
Clear attempt to create effects, sometimes engaging. Lacks 
the control and the clarity of understanding of genre, context, 
audience and purpose of a high-level response.

AO5 Some accuracy and some engaging effects. (Level 3–4)

AO3 Some understanding of the significance of context. (Level 4)

Level for Section B: Mid Level 4

Mark for Section B: 12 out of 20

Total mark: 29 out of 50
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Script G Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

The two texts are very different pieces and although in different catagories they 
do almost the same thing. Alastair Cooke’s obituary of Marilyn Monroe gives 
readers an avid and indepth view in too the late stars life, whilst Julia Gillard’s 
speech also uses descriptive techniques to negatively portray her opposition 
whilst also giving in-depth background information.1 

In text A Alastair Cooke’s use of noun phrases ‘a humble girl … a charming, 
shrewd and pathetic woman … a baffled honest girl’ to create sympathy from 
the readers and although this is usual for an obituary there are undertones 
of criticisms in his portrayl of Marilyn. The noun phrases enable Cooke to get 
Marilyns character across clearly, he also uses oxymorons in a few of his noun 
phrases ‘charming, shrewd and pathetic’ which creates a conflicting image of the 
late star.2 

In text B Julia Gillard’s opinion on the opposition is clear, she is able to convey 
her disdain by using repetition ‘sexism and misogyny … repulsive … offended’ 
this also helps reiterate the key points in her speech, as they are used constantly 
throughout it. ‘sexism and misogyny’ are the most repeated in the text so as to 
discredit the opposition, although Gillard repeats these two words as they were 
used against her. This repition alongside the proof she is able to provide creates 
clear evidence against the opposition.3 

In text A uses the term of reference ‘enthroned sexpot … goddess … orphan’ to 
characterise Marilyn Monroe whilst simaltaneously praising and criticising her. 
Cooke uses ‘enthroned sexpot’ to address4 her as though her attractiveness and 
sexual appeal were her only talents; this is odd for an obituary as they usually 
contain praised for the person but Cooke constantly seems to be discrediting the 
deceased actress. This piece of writing will be published in a newspaper and read 
by millions and yet Cooke still writes his own warped opinion on the star. There 
are odd comparisons of Marilyns life which is very unusual in an obituary.5 ‘To go 
into details now would be as tasteless as prying into the clinical file of any other 
pretty woman whose beauty had crumpled overnight’ is highly unusual as Cooke 
almost seems to be criticising himself for speaking ill of the deceased starlet but 
doesn’t seem to care even though he said it was tasteless.

In text B term of refrences6 are mainly used in accordance to parliment protocol. 
Julia Gillard terms of references ‘the Leader of the Opposition … Deputy Speaker 
… Prime minister’ which are normal in parliment but when Gillard refers to the 
opposition as ‘the man … this man’ there is some deviation from protocol. The 
terms of reference are used as a criticism and are even the correctly used ones 
seem to mock the opposition. Gillard ends her speech with a declarative ‘should 
not be taken seriously’ to reinforce her higher footing7 and also close of her 
argument.

1 Introductory paragraph suggests some 
understanding of purposes of texts, and intent 
to make connections. (AO3, AO4).

2 Paragraph contains appropriate use of 
terminology, relevant to texts, and competent 
analysis. (AO1, AO2).

3 Some analysis of meanings, less competent 
than in previous paragraph. (AO2).

4 Term used inaccurately (AO1).

5 Strong sense of a contextualised reading, in 
which awareness of deviation from genre and 
writer’s sense of audience help candidate to 
make meanings from text. (AO3).
The word ‘warped’ may not be the most 
convincing choice in this context, but it helps 
to demonstrate personal engagement and the 
beginnings of critical analysis. (AO2).

6 Some attempt to explore connection 
between texts through discussion of shared 
feature. (AO4).

7 Application of concepts with some relevance; 
mainly appropriate use of terminology. (AO1).
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Commentary on the answer
This candidate makes some strong meaning from both texts, 
through the purposeful  application of frameworks mentioned 
in the question: context, audience, purpose and genre. There is 
clear evidence of the learning and expertise central to this unit 
in the AS Level specification.

AO1 Competent application of relevant concepts. Generally 
clear written expression. Mainly appropriate use of relevant 
terminology. (Level 4)

AO4 Some, limited attempt to explore connections (Level 2–3).

AO2 Competent analysis of ways in which meanings are 
shaped. (Level 4)

AO3 Clear and relevant understanding of significance of 
contexts. (Level 5)

Level for Section A: Mid-to-high Level 4

Mark for Section A: 19 out of 30
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Script G Question 2

Write an article for a newspaper on the topic of instant celebrity. Your aim is to explore the negative 
effects of sudden fame.            [20 marks]

Sudden stardom: The terrible truth

It’s so easy to be thrust in to the limelight in this century,1 advanced technology 
and social media have made it possible to go from no-one to someone overnight. 
This quick ticket to fame2 is causing an intense amount of damage to the 
recipients of fame and also to society.

We see woman who are stripping and brawling on the streets starring in reality tv 
shows. Private jokes are aired on national tv causing uproar and excitement. We 
no longer have real stars who have worked hard and made honest living, instead 
they have been replaced by shallow and insipid people who won our hearts over 
with twerking videos and lame jokes.3 

Those in the spotlight are put under intense scrutiny by the public and are 
constantly bashed4 in the media; This constant abuse and attention suddenly 
sprung on them usually has dire consequences of drug binges, excessive plastic 
surgery and of course psychological trauma. To suddenly spring flashing lights on 
unsuspecting people is cruel, especially when there are people who actually work 
their whole lives to become famous.

The amount of ‘stars’ who got their fifteen minutes of fame before being shunned 
is too large and is still growing daily due to twitter, vine, facebook, instagram and 
so many more unnecessary social media sites. As a whole community we need to 
be more aware of what we are inflicting upon others.5 

1 Comma splice consistent with lower level of 
control and accuracy. (AO5).

2 Strong sense of journalistic voice in crafting 
of this noun phrase. (AO3, AO5).

3 Lexical choices and sentence structures 
in second paragraph consistent with op ed 
subgenre, and highly suited to task. (AO3, 
AO5).

Commentary on the answer
AO5 Competence and engaging effects demonstrated. (Level 4)

AO3 Some relevant understanding of the significance of context. 
(Level 4–5)

Level for Section B: Borderline Level 4/5

Mark for Section B: 14 out of 20

Total mark: 33 out of 50

4 Appropriate, effective register created, in 
balance between more and less formal lexical 
choices. (AO3, AO5).

5 Control sometimes slips in individual word 
choices (‘amount’, ‘unnecessary’). Some sense 
of whole-text shaping evident. (AO5).
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Script H Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

Text A and text B are both very different in terms of context, audience, purpose 
and genre. Text A is an obituary recording the life events of Marilyn Monroe 
shortly after her death which is likely to be displayed somewhere public such as 
a newspaper, for the purpose of informing the general public of her death and 
reflecting over her life events and significance to the media and fame. However, 
text B is a political speech given by Julia Gillard to address Australia’s issues with 
sexism and misogyny towards women (particularly in power) in the modern day, 
not only to mp’s and politicians, but also to the general public1.

Tenor is an important feature of both texts. In text A the speaker presents 
themselves as being in a superior position to Marilyn Monroe and looks down 
on her at the same time as evoking sympathy for her. This is evident when the 
speaker describes her as a ‘pathetic women of tragic integrity’. The premodifier 
‘pathetic’ suggested a lower footing2 to that of the speaker. Additionally, the 
simile ‘her being shuttled like a nuisance’ from foster home to orphanage’ 
evokes sympathy from the reader but also assumes she was almost a burden or 
unwanted. However, text B uses tenor to present Gillard as a figure of authority 
and important by establishing an equal if not higher footing that the opposition.3 
One way she does this is through consistent use of modals. For example, ‘I will 
not be lectured about this man’ and ‘this kind of hypocrisy must not be tolerated’. 
These modals assert Gillard with power and assume she has high status and 
authority.4 Also by Gillard quoting past statements that caused her offence, she 
shows factual knowledge and disputes the statements which not only proves 
her point but suggests authority over the opposition. For example, ‘and I quote 
“abortion is the easy way out” ‘. Repetition is also used as a way of reinforcing 
her argument and showing she has power. Frequent repetition of ‘sexism’ and 
‘misogyny’ are evident as well as repeating bold statements that assert authority, 
such as ‘will not’, ‘must not’, ‘that’s what he needs’ and ‘I was offended’.

Genre is of noticeable significance in both texts. Text A is written in the genre of 
an obituary with the purpose of informing and reflecting over an icons life. For 
example, ‘She was found dead in bed this morning’ and ‘where she was born 
thirty-six years ago as Norma Jean Baker’. However, the speaker deviates from 
the genre massively and writes more as if it is an elegy. The text is packed with 
poetic description, postmodifiers and adjectives such as ‘confused, pathologically 
shy’, ‘a baffled, honest girl’ and ‘charming, shrewd and pathetic woman of tragic 
integrity’. Poetic devices are used such as the metaphore ‘only a physical mile 
or two but a social universe distant from the place she was born’. These devices 
make the obituary seem more expressive and poetic while at the same time 
changing the purpose to evoking sympathy and drawing emotion from the 
reader instead of purely informing and reflecting.5 However, text B is written in 
the genre of a political speech with the purpose of tackling a controversial issue 
(sexism, misogyny). Gillard works with this genre by6 using a formal register with 
low frequency lexis such as ‘being underrepresented in the institutions of power’ 

1 Accurate, insightful overview of contextual 
factors shows awareness of significance of 
contexts. (AO3).

2 Use of terminology not entirely appropriate, 
but concept of tenor applied purposefully and 
productively. (AO1).

3 Competent attempt to explore and develop 
connection between texts. (AO4).

4 Appropriate use of terminology. (AO1).

5 Perceptive understanding of significance of 
genre integrated with secure application of 
concepts, appropriate use of terminology and 
detailed critical analysis. (AO1, AO2, AO3).

6 Competent exploration of broad connection 
between texts. (AO4).
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and ‘this motion from the leader of the opposition’. Also the text is very crafted 
and contains no spontaneity or non-fluency features which is the expectation of a 
political speech.

The audiences of both texts differ. Text A is available to the general public and 
therefore covers a wide range of different people including fans of Marilyn 
Monroe and also just regular readers of the newspaper. The speaker accounts 
for this double audience by using factual detail that a regular viewer may not 
know such as the birth name being ‘Norma Jean Baker’ or that she was ‘thirty-six 
years old’ the reader is informed and therefore has the knowledge to continue 
reading. Whereas for fans and those who know more about her the speaker 
includes personal details that may not interest other readers such as her ‘wretched 
childhood’ .7 Text B also has two audience8, the first being the political viewers and 
readers (mp’s, politicians) and the second being the general public. She addresses9 

certain politicians in her speech such as ‘the minister of health’ to refer directly 
to some of the political audience who may be watching. Also deictic10 is used to 
engage the political audience because they are likely to have shared context on 
past and recent events associated with the speech such as the statements said by 
the opposition that have offended her. However, she engages a public audience 
by generally speaking about womens representations and place in society, 
‘Thankyou for that painting of womens roles in modern Australia’ and adresses 
these issues.

To conclude, both texts are very different in terms of context, audience and 
purpose, although they both use similar language features and establish high 
footing to assert authority or superior status. The are also both very aware of 
audience and who they are adressing.

8 Competent exploration of broad connection. 
(AO4).

7 Relevant understanding of significance of 
audience. (AO3).

9 Inaccurate use of terminology. (AO1).

10 Terminology not evidenced or made 
relevant. (AO1).

Commentary on the answer
This candidate responds fully to the question, prioritising aspects 
of context, audience, purpose and genre in analysis of the texts. 
The use of these concepts as means of comparison makes the 
connections between the texts unhelpfully broad. Nonetheless, 
these connections are explored and the analysis is developed.

AO1 Secure application of concepts, excellent in places. Generally 
clear written expression. Mainly appropriate use of relevant 
terminology. (Level 5)

AO4 Competent exploration of connections across texts. (Level 4)

AO2 Competent analysis of ways in which meanings are shaped, 
at times well developed. (Level 4–5)

AO3 Clear and relevant understanding of significance of contexts, 
at times perceptive. (Level 5–6)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 5

Mark for Section A: 24 out of 30
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Script H Question 2

Write an article for a newspaper on the topic of instant celebrity. Your aim is to explore the negative 
effects of sudden fame.            [20 marks]

Fame corrupts again!

once again we observe the negetive effects of fame and globalised media on a 
previously innocent and humble girl. Miley Cyrus, age 23 grew up as a country 
girl inspired by her fathers fame. Today1 we see her leave behind her child-like 
and innocent ways we once saw in her young career in television show Hannah 
Montana, as she steps out onto a stage each night. Cyrus is pictured2 wearing 
increasingly outrageous outfit choices that fail to conceal her or leave scarcely 
anything to the imagination. Amongst this, the frequent rumours of irresponsible 
alcohol abuse and drug taking continue to establish Miley’s new reputation.

She recently expresses her new lifestyle choice through her music career, writing 
in appropriate lyrics about her new life, sexual exploits and illegal actions. Miley 
acts in a way that is socially unacceptable and means she is a negetive female role 
model in the media.

It is evident that fame has influenced her unfortunate lifestyle choices in her 
current time. Television and music has not only bought her into the public’s eye 
but has transformed a once innocent and sweet girl into something shocking and 
unnacceptable.

1 ‘once again’ and ‘Today’ seem more fitting 
for a TV news report medium, rather than the 
written mode. (AO3).

2 Indication of sensitivity to multimodal nature 
of medium, with text published alongside 
images? (AO3).

Commentary on the answer
This response feels rushed, and has little sense of a sustained 
voice or subgenre.

AO5 Some accuracy and an attempt to create effects. (Level 3)

AO3 Limited awareness of the significance of context. (Level 2)

Level for Section B: Mid Level 3

Mark for Section B: 9 out of 20

Total mark: 33 out of 50
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Script I Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

Text A is Alastair Cooke’s 1962 obituary for Marilyn Monroe, published in the 
Guardian. Text B is a political speech calling out1 the sexism of Tony Abott 
delivered by them Prime Minister of Australia, Julia Gillard.

Text A’s use of noun phrases aim to invoke a sense of guilt and compassion in 
the reader. Cooke criticises his own opening paragraph by stating ‘these stony 
sentences’ are melodramatic, often believed by ‘too many millions of movie fans’. 
The use of the adjective ‘stony’ is to emphasise the lack of compassion and tact 
shown by the masses towards Monroe in her life, as it creates an atmosphere of 
cold, lifeless roughness.2 This is furthered when Cooke calls her ‘the enthroned 
sexpot of the Western World’, and that the stereotype of her life pushed her 
towards the ultimate oblivion’. Cooke wants not only to remember Monroe, but 
to attack the very culture that perpetuates downward spirals like the one seen in 
Monroe’s existence in the limelight. The almost juxtaposition of the ‘enthroned’ 
adjective when compared to the ‘sexpot’ noun attacks the cultural trend of 
idolisation and objectification that obscures nuances of a person’s existence.3 
The ‘ultimate oblivion’ is a strong note of finality and the harshest attack on 
culture, with Cooke accusing the reader (or, her fans) of sending her into an 
irredeemable place – or, oblivion. Comparatively, Gillard’s use of noun phrases4 
aims to amplify the offensiveness of Tony Abott’s repeated sexism. The modifiers 
Gillard uses are evocative – ‘repulsive double standards’ – or stress an extreme 
emotion ‘very offended’ – in order to convey passion towards the subject. The 
passion is an important element of the speech because of Gillard’s many aims. The 
most obvious is to attack Abott for his sexism, which she does very thoroughly, 
through embedded speech as evidence – ‘abortion is the easy way out’ – and 
through the constant use of words in the semantic field of women’s issues and 
sexism – ‘misogyny’, ‘sexism’, ‘cat-called’. Another aim, though, is to appeal to the 
liberal-leaning votes and women in general. At one point, Gillard casts herself as 
the ambassador for her entire gender in Australia – ‘on behalf of the women of 
Australia’. This term of reference conveys to the public watching on TV or reading 
in newspapers her apparent belief in the hot-button issue and could politically do 
her many favours.5 

Alistair Cooke calls to attention the innocence and multitudes[? – illegible] of 
Marilyn Monroe through poetic imagery and metaphors, aided by references 
of the time. Cooke states that delving into Monroe’s personal life would be ‘as 
tasteless as prying into the clinical file of any other pretty woman whose beauty 
has crumbled overnight’. Ironically, in order for Cooke to best convey the loss 
of the mundane intricacies of Monroe from her public image, he needs to use 
powerful, hyperbolic metaphors. The dynamic verb ‘crumbled’ brings to mind 
the image of a great statue falling to pieces, or a mountain buckling under its 
own grand weight.6 Monroe is called ‘sixty feet tall and naked before a howling 
mob’, which could be a metaphor describing a billboard, but is more likely a 
depiction of the uncompromising and unrelenting exposure she faced from 

1 Implicit making of meaning and identification 
of purpose in interpretive word choice. (AO2, 
AO3).

2 Excellent integration of relevant concept 
(noun phrases) and term (adjective) with 
analysis of meaning in relation to context. 
(AO1, AO2, AO3).

3 Developed, detailed analysis. (AO2).

4 Connection made between texts in a way 
that facilitates exploration. (AO4).

5 Sophisticated, perceptive understanding of 
significance of context, audience and purpose. 
(AO3).

6 Fully developed, detailed analysis of 
meanings shaped. (AO2).
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fans, putting her in a position of inescapable vulnerability before a dehumanised 
‘mob’. Cooke compares her to a ‘Raymond Chandler victim’, a very famous crime 
fiction writer. He compares her to the innocence of a ‘Chaplin’ character. Cooke 
does this because he wants to touch every touchstone available in the period 
to paint Marilyn Monroe as the undoubted victim. So, if Cooke uses metaphors 
and cultural references to make his subject appealing and innocent, Gillard 
uses a repeated term of reference to achieve the opposite effect.7 Through the 
referencing on Tony Abbott as ‘The Leader of the Opposition’ is a parliamentary 
custom, the sheer volume of the phrase in Gillard’s speech suggests a purposeful 
use. By constantly referring to Abott as ‘The Leader of the Opposition’, Gillard 
satisfies to aims of her speech. For one, she ties the offending content to his title. 
The phrase always shares a sentence with provocative language, such as  ‘The 
Leader of the Opposition catcalling’  or the abstract nouns ‘misogyny, sexism 
every day from this Leader of the Opposition’. It also satisfies the political aim of 
smearing her political opponent’s entire party, linking the attacks not only to him 
but the entirety of the ‘Opposition’.8 

7 Attempt to explore  connection, though 
the connection itself feels incidental to the 
meanings made. (AO4).

8 Detailed critical analysis, fully integrated with 
perceptive understanding of significance of 
context. (AO2, AO3).

Commentary on the answer
This response demonstrates a sophisticated level of 
engagement with the texts in relation to their contexts, and 
some analytical flair. The extent to which ideas are developed 
through analysis seems to come at the expense of comparison, 
with only two connections made between the texts, one 
explored more convincingly than the other.

AO1 Secure application of relevant concepts. Consistently 
coherent written expression. Appropriate use of relevant 
terminology. (Level 5–6)

AO4 Some exploration of connections (Level 3–4)

AO2 Excellent, fully developed and detailed analysis of ways in 
which meanings are shaped. (Level 6)

AO3 Perceptive understanding of significance of contexts. 
(Level 6)

Level for Section A: Low Level 6

Mark for Section A: 26 out of 30
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Script I Question 2

Write an article for a newspaper on the topic of instant celebrity. Your aim is to explore the negative 
effects of sudden fame.            [20 marks]

The notorious 27 Club may be our best cultural touchstone for discussing the 
tragically high death rate in our most beloved celebrities, but it certainly is not 
there only example one can call to mind.1 The far more sinister examples are 
found in the suicides of seemingly stable stars like the fine actor Philip Seymour 
Hoffman, or the incomparable comedic talent of Robin Williams. Though best 
understood through the lens of the tragic loss of young celebrities, like Heath 
Ledger, the issue of fame – and particularly sudden fame – is not limited by age, 
but by the rarity of experiencing it.

You and I are people. We are caught up in the fantasies, realities, mundanities, 
memories that define our every contradiction.2 Humans are complex, with any 
number of metaphors aptly describing our nuances – a haze of overlapping and 
contradictory behaviours, a collection of intricate labels, you name it. But when 
it comes to the instantly famous, we are carniverous, base, primal. We define 
those who rise into the limelight as whatever we project onto them, and tear 
them to shreds if they fail to live to that standard.3 Despite the endless empathy 
we may have for the characters they portray on-screen, the emotive prose that 
pulsates throughout their novels, or the heartfelt, resonant lyrics to their music, 
culture’s collective empathy is nowhere to be found when we are faced with the 
displeasingly human source of the work we so deeply connect with.

When you are suddenly famous, you no longer have the privilege of exposing 
your ambivalence or your rough edges. No one will run to your side if you’re 
hurting and you show it.4 The benefit of doubt is never in your favour. Take pop 
singer Melanie Martinez, who was called horrible things by the anonymous online 
simply because she called out those who didn’t ask for her picture, puncturing 
her personal space like it was their God-given right. Or take Taylor Swift, a singer 
who got very famous very quickly and gained a reputation for ‘whining’ about ex-
boyfriends and running her mouth, forever slandered by the public, as though she 
wasn’t a young woman in her twenties, an age where this behaviour is typically 
forgiven when John and Jane Doe of some town, someplace, exercise it5. Now, 
of course, I write the disclaimer so as to appease readers – yes, Swift’s early lyrics 
has some questionable gender dynamics, and I of course don’t support that. But 
my very compulsion to state this is part of the issue. A celebrity is not an all-or-
nothing. One can’t defend a teenager’s silly mistakes without being pressured 
to ADORE them, but one isn’t given the cultural benefit of the doubt when they 
defend these very same demographics if they’re in the pop-cultural lexicon.6

When someone becomes nothing but a commodity – a figure to lust over, to 
laugh at/with, to listen to, to read – in the public eye, we call them famous. But we 
forget that they’re not actually a commodity. Their genetics still is what it always 
was. And the sooner and more suddenly they’re robbed of their right to exist, and 
to feel, the more dire the consequences. It took an overdose for us to realise that 
Heath Ledger showed serious signs of unhealthy behaviours for months. It took 
a self-hanging to expose what Robin Williams had always told us. Yet, we never 
seem to learn.7 

1 Expectation of contemporary cultural 
knowledge risks alienating uninformed 
reader; but appropriate to broadsheet 
comment article, demonstrating perceptive 
understanding of significance of genre and 
context. (AO3).

2 High degree of control evident in variation of 
sentence structure and register for effect, and 
in sense of whole-text shaping. (AO5).

3 Flair and originality evident in range of apt 
vocabulary and development of abstract ideas. 
(AO5).

4 Shifts in register help to prevent sense of 
over-writing. (AO5).

5 Flair in ideas, though perhaps lacking 
complete control in sentence constructions. 
(AO5).

6 More evident loss of control. (AO5).

7 Strong sense of whole-text shaping. (AO5).
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Commentary on the answer
This candidate has written the first draft of an opinion piece, 
whose ideas are rich enough to be fit for publication in a 
broadsheet newspaper. Given the ambition of the response, 
some loss of control is understandable, and does not prevent this 
from being placed in Level 6.

AO5 Flair, originality and control. (Level 5–6)

AO3 Perceptive understanding of the significance of context. 
(Level 6)

Level for Section B: Mid Level 6

Mark for Section B: 19 out of 20

Total mark: 45 out of 50
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Script J Question 1

Compare the ways in which the writers or speakers use language to respond to the events they are 
describing. 
In your answer you should consider:
• context
• mode and genre
• purpose and audience.            [30 marks]

In both text A and B, a key language feature used is tone of voice. In Allistair 
Cooke’s obituary of Marilyn Monroe, despite the simple purpose of informing a 
large population and the audience’s expectation of an unbiased factual account,  
it is obvious from the beginning that he has a more personal opinionated 
message that he is trying to convey. He does this with his lexical choices, 
referencing1 Marilyn Monroe mostly as ‘girl’ or ‘woman’ accompanied with 
modifiers such as ‘pretty’ and ‘tragic’, ‘pathetic’ and ‘sexpot’ from the second 
paragraph through to the end creates the same sexualised dismissive stigma 
people had of her whilst she was alive. His lexical choices and use of a semantic 
field of patheticness in response to her suicide is quite surprising to the reader. 
Marilyn Monroe is a key pop culture figure even now, and in 1962 when this 
obituary was released she was likely the most famous woman in the world. That 
is why it is likely shocking2  to the audience to see such statements from Cooke 
as ‘she died with a row of medicines and an empty bottle of barbiturates at 
her elbow’. However, this piece was written for the Guardian, a well respected 
newspaper so it isn’t uncommon to see shocking statements such as ‘dead in 
bed’, an easy rhyme, which can catch a readers attention and stick in their mind. 
Still, his constant referral to Marilyn Monroe as ‘she’, a third person pronoun 
seems somewhat surprising considering he was writing about the tragic death 
of someone considered to be an icon and great talent.3 The dismissive tone and 
lack of sympathy in his words goes directly against what we would expect an 
obituary by a well known British-American writer for an extraordinarily well known 
american star. We would expect Cooke to be nothing but kind and factual4, rather 
than dismissing her life as a series of misdemeanours such as ‘posing job for a new 
calendar’ or simply gaining a ‘short independence as a sailors wife’.

Similarly, in Julia Gillard’s speech we see the same dismissive tone5 on someone 
who is well respected in Australian government. As the president, Julia Gillard 
provides us with a lot of expectations to one of her speeches. We expect her to 
be calm and collected, friendly and approachable. She refutes this with a carefully 
controlled rage converted into one excellent speech. She dismisses Tony Abbot 
in the same way Allistair Cooke does to Marilyn Monroe by stripping him of his 
name.6 However, as the president she as to remain official and respectable, so 
he is referred to mainly as ‘the Leader of the Opposition’ or ‘he/him’. She overuses 
this phrase, ‘Leader of the Opposition’ so that it really sticks into the listeners mind 
that Tony Abbot is against her. When talking about the women of Australia he has 
offended, she uses collective personal pronouns such as ‘we’. This unites her and a 
fair portion of her target audience (australian citizens) and sets them all together 
against Abbot beautifully and skillfully. Unlike Cooke, Gillard has every reason 
to want to discredit and make mockery of Tony Abbot, due to sexist remarks he 
made about her. She uses similar tactics to that of Cooke’s obituary with the shock 
tactics,7 such as when she says ‘I was offended when the Leader of the Opposition 
stood next to a sign that described me as a man’s bitch’. The use of taboo 
language such as ‘bitch’ in such a formal and professional environment such as an 

1 Application of terms of reference as 
framework across text shows secure 
application of relevant concept and critical 
analysis. (AO1).

2 Consistently contextualised reading. (AO3).

3 Applications of concepts sometimes taken out 
of context. (AO1).

4 First paragraph develops interpretation based 
on text’s deviation from genre expectations, 
combining AO3 and AO1 with AO2

5 Connection made in a way that sets up 
exploration. (AO4).

6 Detailed exploration of connection. (AO4).

7 Clear sense as analysis is developed that both 
texts are in play, and each sheds light on the 
other. (AO4).
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address to Australian parliment would likely shock everyone listening. The shock is 
essential, because then the point she is making that his behaviour is unacceptable 
sticks in your mind. The main difference between8 Gillard’s gradual takedown of 
Abbot and Cooke’s unjust dig at Marilyn Monroe, barely days after her possible 
suicide, is that throughout the whole ordeal, even when angry, Julia stays in 
complete control of herself and her words. Her speech is obviously scripted and 
rehearsed as you would expect from a president but her execution is flawless. The 
paragraphs of perfect equal length and sentences of similar length and rhythm 
give her a voice that is powerful and intelligent sounding, boosting her credibility.

Rather than using hard facts and good structure to get his point across, Cooke 
uses poetic language and metaphorical language9 as well as imagery when 
talking about Marilyn Monroe. He uses metaphoric juxtapositions such as ‘cursed 
by physical beauty’ and ‘a charming, shrewd, pathetic woman of tragic integrity’ to 
create a sense of contrast in both her character and his opinion of her. The poetic-
like language such as ‘she could never learn to acquire the lacquered shell of the 
prima donna or the armour of sophistication’ adds a depth and intelligence to his 
writing that makes it feel more like a story or character description than a factual 
obituary.10  This could be Cooke using situational irony rather than mocking – as 
Marilyn Monroe herself was just a character of Norma Jean Baker, as pointed 
out in the first sentence. Cooke describes her as ‘a social universe distant from 
the place where she was born; and although it sounds dismissive, he isn’t really 
wrong. Cooke’s obituary is to some extent a criticism of the american obsession 
with fame – told right in the golden age of Hollywood when it was written. Being 
a British-American writer, he would know of the Western obsession with beauty 
and fame and its poison first hand, so he uses his obituary almost as a warning to 
others of what they may become. A piece of text. A story.

Similarly, Julia Gillard used her platform to educate her vast audience of a nation 
on the internalised sexism that still exists in politics today. Her well structured 
attack on Tony Abbot and everything he stands for isn’t just to bring to light his 
wrongdoings – its to educate a nation and teach them that they need to change.

8 Less convincing comparison, implying that 
Cooke is not in control of his words. (AO4).

9 Register applied as a framework, to develop 
critical analysis. (AO1, AO2).

10 Perceptive understanding of significance of 
genre. (AO3).

Commentary on the answer
This candidate seems to have engaged deeply with the texts, 
bringing strong interpretations of each into the exam. There is 
perhaps a tendency to be more discursive than analytical, as 
sequences of whole sentences deploy background knowledge 
and Gillard is praised. Nonetheless, there is a selective, coherent 
application of concepts (terms of reference, factual vs poetic 
register) and a consistently comparative approach.

AO1 Excellent application of relevant concepts. Fluent written 
expression. Appropriate use of relevant terminology. (Level 5–6)

AO4 Excellent and detailed exploration of connections (Level 6).

AO2 Clear and well developed analysis of ways in which 
meanings are shaped. (Level 5)

AO3 Perceptive understanding of significance of contexts. 
(Level 6)

Level for Section A: Mid Level 6

Mark for Section A: 28 out of 30
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Script J Question 3

Write a speech on the importance of equality to be given at a year 11 assembly. Your purpose is to 
persuade the audience that more needs to be done to ensure equal rights for a group of your choice. 
               [20 marks]

If I were to stand here before you all and list names such as Martin Luther King, 
Ghandi, Rosa Parks and Emmeline Pankhurst, you would all instantly get the gist of 
what I was going to speak to you about, right?1 Equality. Civil Rights. Humanity.

You’ve likely heard all these speeches before. They’re wonderful – obviously. Many 
of us relate to these tales of battles for justice and freedom because we feel that 
our own lives are good. We feel that our own lives are an improved version of 
what used to be. We feel equal.

Today I want to challenge that thought. Equality is a fickle thing, and sure, in 
a perfect world there would have been no slavery. There would have been no 
aparthide, there would have been no suffering of the suffragettes. No segregation 
– no class divide – no gender roles.2 In an ideal world we would laugh at the 
absurdity of disliking another person due to the colour of their skin, or their 
gender. Many of us – many of you probably do! Am I correct? Clap if you think it 
would be wrong, or ridiculous to dislike someone for their race or gender? Yes 
that’s what I thought.

Clap if you would consider yourself a feminist? Oh. Somehow, I’m not really all 
that suprised that a lot of you stopped clapping. Sad – for sure. But I’m not very 
suprised.

I’m not going to bore you with a lecture on why you should be a feminist – that 
takes away the point of equality all together! Equality, particularly that of the sexes 
relies on people – particularly us as young adults making our own decisions. 
Having freedom of thought and speech and action. I can’t force you to be a 
feminist. I can’t force you to go home and watch Malalah Yousef’s speech on a 
girls right to go to school in the Middle East. That probably doesn’t interest you – a 
group of sixteen year old girls – in the slightest.

I will however tell you a story.3 

I was on twitter the other day – clap if you’re on twitter! A lot of you – yes. That’s 
what I thought.4 

But anyway, I digress. I was on twitter and I came across a girl – young. Older than 
you – eighteen. She posted a photo of herself in a skirt that was slightly low cut 
and a skirt that I suppose was quite short. I didn’t pay it much attention until I 
scrolled down and read the replies to the tweets.

‘Slut’ one girl said. One boy had then commented with a bunch of flame emojis 
along with the caption ‘She’s just asking to get pregnant in that’. To be honest, this 
didn’t initially shock me. People online are crude and unrestricted. We see these 
kind of things all the time in social media and become desensitised. People – 
men in particular – often comment on the way girls look with sexual references 
because boys are boys. Or so people say.

I didn’t give the twitter exchange much of a second thought until I read the 
girl’s reply. It was posted the way some people do to cheat the character limit, in 
screenshots of the notes page on her iPhone. I’ll summarise and paraphrase for 
you now.

1 Voice crafted to suit context and audience. 
(AO3).

2 Strong sense of rhetoric and spoken mode. 
(AO3, AO5).

3 Use of anecdote demonstrates highly 
effective understanding of genre. One-
sentence paragraph to foreground whole-text 
shaping demonstrates flair and high degree of 
control. (AO3, AO5).

4 Possibility of interaction with audience used 
effectively earlier; perhaps less effective here. 
(AO5).
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‘I’m sick to death of people thinking it’s okay to say things like this to me online’ 
she said. ‘I am constantly harrased with sexual remarks on every photo I post by 
boys, and I am constantly degraded and called a slut by girls. This isn’t fair. I’m 
being treated like a piece of meat’

There was a lot more to it then5 that, but the boy who had posted the comment 
in the first place managed to sum up his reply in six short words.

‘learn to take a compliment, bitch’ he said. And that was the part that got me 
thinking. Is it really a compliment to threaten to get someone pregnant by the 
way they dress? In the grand scheme of things, this incident is a minor footnote 
in my daily social media scroll.6 However, it stuck in my mind for the rest of the 
day. I thought about all the times I had personally been degraded online. It wasn’t 
that many – but then I thought harder. I thought about all the times grown men 
would whistle at me or call for me on the street in broad daylight. I thought of 
the girls who would glare at me when I would change for PE in secondary school. 
I thought of all the times my own father or brothers would tell me to ‘cover up’ 
inside my own home.

And then I wondered how equal things really were for us as girls. Because, 
sure, these incidents are minor. I haven’t been raped, or attacked or thrown out 
because of the way I dress or behave. One stare from the car window of a man 
three times my age isn’t the end of the world and doesn’t really cause any harm. 
Does it?

You see, it’s when these things are constant – every day being catcalled, every day 
being told to cover up, everyday being glared at by other girls! It’s alot to grate on 
the mind. Are we really still that far back in the role of a young woman in society 
that the only responses we have to a slightly revealling photo of her is either 
harrassment or scorn? Are we that afraid of girls allowing themselves to be sexual 
and confident?

You girls here are the reasons that this worried me so much. As girls, we grow up 
in life believing that we have to shrink so men can grow. We can be sophisticated 
– but not too intelligent because otherwise, how will you have time for a 
husband? You can be gay – but only if you disregard all things feminine that 
created you. You can be assertive, but not too bossy because that intimidates the 
man.

You can be attractive – but only when he wants you to be.

We constantly talk about how far we have come as a society but there are still 
these constant hurdles we find ourselves having to dodge and jump over. 
Because sadly, equal rights for women did not end with Emmeline Pankhurst and 
the right to vote.

The real sexism we need to worry about is that which is internalised. We need 
to worry when men stretch out in a seat and you perch on the end. We need to 
worry when older men leer at you in your school uniforms. We need to worry 
online harrassment is seen as a compliment, and there second we complain we 
are labelled as the ‘bitch’.

Don’t be afraid to use the f-word. (That’s feminism by the way.) Don’t feel the need 
to redact7 that title because you’re scared that others might poke fun. Don’t feel 
the need to call a girl a slut because of her revealing outfit. I am, don’t we all want 
to be equal? Shouldn’t we be sticking together rather than fighting eachother?

A house divided falls. Abraham Lincoln said that, or something similar. I doubt he 
was much of a feminist but the point still remains the same.

More needs to be done. And we shouldn’t rest until it is. Thank you.

5 Occasional spelling error. (AO5).

6 Flair evident in combination of idiomatic 
register and crafted, figurative noun phrases; 
perfectly suited to context. (AO3, AO5).

7 Occasional word choices richly suggestive, 
demonstrating flair. (AO5).
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Commentary on the answer
This response is much longer than is expected of candidates. 
Some of its strengths are related to this length: its whole-text 
shaping and use of structure, for instance, and the extent to 
which its range of content generates engaging depth and detail. 
Nonetheless, it may have been better if a little shorter, and its 
achievement in relation to the mark scheme should be possible 
in half as many words. In particular, in terms of mode and 
register, it is perfectly pitched between crafted rhetoric and more 
colloquial public speaking.

AO5 Flair, originality and a high degree of control. (Level 6)

AO3 Perceptive understanding of the significance of context. 
(Level 6)

Level for Section B: High Level 4/5

Mark for Section B: 20 out of 20

Total mark: 48 out of 50
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